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Mining and timber lobbies behind opposition to heritage tag?
By Praveen Bhargav

T

he Karnataka government’s stand
opposing the proposal to include
scientifically identified areas in the
Western Ghats on the Unesco World Heritage List is shockingly short sighted. Several ministers and elected representatives
have presented bizarre arguments as to
why they oppose the proposal. While one
BJP MLA from Kodagu claimed that the
Unesco proposal would hamper the availability of stone for road construction, another minister is on record that his plan
to have a base at Kudremukh for the state
commando force would be affected.
While such explanations ring hollow
and expose the lack of scientific temper
and vision, it is important for the people
to know the real truth and the underlying
reasons leading up to this unfortunate decision.
The World Heritage Convention
(WHC) is an international treaty to which
India is a signatory. It recognises the fundamental need to preserve the balance between people and nature. The decision to
scientifically identify Natural Heritage

Sites was initiated by the ministry of environment in 2002. The results of the transparent identification process were publicly
discussed during 2004. The Government
at the Centre during that period was headed by Atal Bihari Vajpayee, who showed
great statesmanship in initiating the
process. So why is the state government
vehemently opposing their own iconic
leader’s visionary decision?
In December 2008 some local people
led by elected representatives and supported by senior district officers, bulldozed
portions of the Pushpagiri sanctuary in
the Western Ghats in gross violation of
the Supreme Court’s orders. The SC directed the central empowered committee
to investigate the serious charges and proceedings are presently at a crucial stage.
The Karnataka high court, in 2009,
blocked a determined attempt to cut several thousand trees in pristine forest enclosures in the Western Ghats including
one allegedly owned by a powerful minister in the present cabinet.
These legal interventions have huge implications for political leaders. They greatly
fear that the Unesco proposal will be an-

other weapon in the hands of conservationists to block such activities.
A virulent misinformation campaign
was launched against the Unesco proposal
in which a few corrupt forest officials and
local outfits which are essentially fronts
for the timber lobby were involved.
Mineral exploitation
It is common knowledge that huge mineral resources are lying under the Western
Ghats. Ill-planned mineral exploitation in
Kudremukh, Kemmanagundi and Hogarekangiri were stopped by the courts to

protect the ecologically fragile Western
Ghats. Even though the prospect of mining is fast receding, KIOCL continues to
pursue its efforts to restart mining and it
would be hardly surprising if they are not
frantically lobbying against the Unesco
proposal. Several mini-hydel project promoters too would only be eager to see the
rejection of the proposal.
A thorough scientific evaluation has
been conducted by the Wildlife Institute
of India and only some specific sites of
great biological significance have been
proposed for inclusion. These include the
Talacauvery cluster of 707 sq km comprising the existing Pushpagiri, Bramhagiri and Talacauvery sanctuaries, Padinalknad and Kerti reserved forests in
Kodagu. The second cluster of 881 sq km
is in the Kudremukh region and includes
the Someshwara sanctuary, Kudremukh
national park and Agumbe, Balahalli and
Someshwara reserved forests. Thus, what
is proposed is only 1,588 sq km of already
notified protected areas and reserved
forests which is less than 1 per cent of the
State’s land area.
These facts demonstrate how the de-

velopment argument is bereft of logic and
tellingly highlight how vested interests are
at play to scuttle the proposal by cleverly
projecting impediments to development.
Is it not in larger public interest to protect
these biodiversity rich areas from development where several key rivers of the
State including the Cauvery, Bhadra, Tunga and Netravati originate?
Can a government that has vowed to
protect farmers’ interests, abdicate its responsibility to protect the origin and catchments of these major rivers by ignoring
these basic facts and succumbing to the
pressures exerted by a few of their leaders
who are enmeshed in legal battles before
courts?
Allegations have also been made that
‘pseudo environmentalists’ will get huge
foreign funding from Unesco.
This is completely untrue. The Unesco
World Heritage Convention provides international assistance only to the Government of India to protect heritage sites. No
NGO or individual is eligible for any funding.
An orchestrated attempt has also been
made to spread falsehood that the Unesco

Solar Impulse:
Flying on a wing and a sunbeam
The inspiration for a solar-powered plane came after a record-setting 28,000-mile balloon flight
By Nicola Clark

K

eeping any airplane aloft requires a delicate balance of four forces: lift, drag,
weight and thrust. Andre Borschberg’s
requires a fifth factor to be in perfect equilibrium as well.
During the day, his slender, propeller-driven
plane is powered in flight by the energy it collects from the sun through an array of solar
cells atop its 64-metre, or 208-foot, wingspan.
For the plane to continue flying through the
night, however, Borschberg must carefully ration that energy, which is stored in the aircraft’s
450 kg, or 990 pounds, of lithium-ion batteries. In this way, he said, the plane could theoretically fly indefinitely.
“It has become a game,” Borschberg, a former Swiss Air Force fighter pilot, said of his
aircraft, the Solar Impulse. “It’s not a question
of flying fast. It’s how do you manage to keep
flying until the sun rises the following day.”
Taking wing from Brussels without burning
fuel, emitting noise or trailing pollution, the
experimental plane arrived at Le Bourget airport, north of Paris, last week – although it
took nearly 16 hours for the craft, the guest of
honour at Paris Air Show this year, set to open
Monday. The show is a global coming-out party
for a project that has won admiration from
many in the aviation world for its promotion
of renewable energy.
“Presenting this technology to the public
and showing that you can fly an aircraft with
no fuel – that shows the progress this industry
has made in its environmental consciousness,”
said Damien Lasou, a managing director and
aerospace analyst at Accenture in Paris.
Nonetheless, some industry executives privately dismiss the plane as little more than a
vanity project of Borschberg and his business
partner, Dr Bertrand Piccard, with scant commercial prospects, at least for the foreseeable
future.
The Solar Impulse, which has been in development since 2005, attracted worldwide
attention last July when it completed its first
test flight of more than 24 hours, circling high
above the Jura Mountains of northern Switzerland and relying on the power generated by
the 11,628 solar cells across the upper surface
of its wingspan, which is just a touch wider
than that of a Boeing 747.
Last month, Borschberg folded his 6-foot3-inch, or nearly 2-metre, frame into the
cramped, single-seat cockpit and piloted the
plane on its first international flight to Brussels
from Payerne, Switzerland – a journey of 630
km, as the crow flies that, because of the need
to dodge commercial air traffic and shifts in
the weather, took him just shy of 13 hours.
The similarly circuitous flight to Paris last
Tuesday took even longer and was
Borschberg’s second attempt to reach the
French capital in time for the air show. An

FANCY FLIGHT: The Solar Impulse attracted worldwide attention when it completed its first test flight of more than 24 hours, circling high
above the Jura Mountains.

earlier flight on June 11 was abandoned after
just over three hours, when heavy cloud cover
and stronger-than-expected head winds drew
down its batteries faster than planned.
The Solar Impulse’s four 10-horsepower
motors give it about twice the propulsion of
the average riding lawn mower. Fully charged,
its batteries can store 108,000 watt-hours of
power. But because of its light weight – 3,500
pounds, equivalent to a midsize car – it is hard
to keep stable in winds stronger than 7 knots.
“The plane has two personalities,”
Borschberg said, adopting the parlance of Dr
Piccard, a psychiatrist. “When the winds are
calm, it is a pleasure to fly. But when there is
turbulence, it is a lot of work for the pilot.”
Borschberg, 58, is chief executive and chief
engineer of Solar Impulse, which he co-founded with Dr Piccard, 53, an aerial adventurer
who achieved fame by completing the first
nonstop, round-the-world flight by hot air balloon in 1999. Borschberg heads the technical
team, having conducted the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology’s initial feasibility study
of the plane in 2003. Dr Piccard has focused
primarily on soliciting financing and sponsorships for the $72 million plane.
The inspiration for a solar-powered plane
came a decade ago, after Dr Piccard’s recordsetting 28,000-mile balloon flight, which consumed about four tons of propane. “The question came to the mind of Bertrand whether
we could not fly around the world without this
dependence on fuel,” Borschberg said. “That

was the beginning of the thought process.”
But gaining credibility within the aviation
establishment has not been easy. When the
men approached traditional manufacturers
with their designs for a such a large plane built
entirely of lightweight carbon fiber, for example, they were turned away. “They told us that
they could never do what we were requesting,”
Dr Piccard said.
So they approached a Swiss shipbuilder, Decision, which had built the America’s Cup-winning yacht Alinghi. “The guy there did not
know it was impossible, so he did it,” Dr Piccard
said. Solar Impulse has since assembled an international team of technical advisers from
the traditional aerospace world that includes
EADS, the parent company of Airbus, and
Dassault Systemes of France. Still, the project
continues to face a fair bit of industry skepticism.
Critics point
Most critics point to the limited application of
the Solar Impulse’s technology in other areas
of aviation. “In terms of something that is commercially viable, I doubt much of anything will
come out of it,” said Richard Aboulafia, an analyst with the Teal Group, an aerospace and
military consulting group in Fairfax, Virginia.
Louis Gallois, the chief executive of EADS,
described the plane as an “interesting innovation,” but said his group was not currently
working on any solar-powered aircraft. He did
say, however, that solar cells could one day be

used to help power unmanned aerial vehicles,
or UAVs.
“Perhaps we could have solar energy as an
additional capacity for UAVs to stay longer on
the battlefield,” Gallois said. “It could be a
complimentary energy source.”
A handful of companies, including Boeing
of the United States and QinetiQ of Britain,
have already begun work on unmanned highaltitude, long-endurance, or HALE, planes
that could stay in the stratosphere for months,
or even years, using solar power.
The Solar Impulse team is raising an additional $100 million to develop a second plane,
which they hope to fly around the world in
2014.
The round-the-world flight is expected to
take one to two months and will be conducted
in stages – some of which, particularly the
stretch across the Pacific, will probably take
four to five days to complete. Dr Piccard – who
has some 2,500 hours of flying experience in
balloons and hang-gliders, but only 550 hours
on motorized aircraft – said he would begin
flight training on the Solar Impulse in July to
be ready to trade off legs with Borschberg. “At
the end, I think I will be a pretty good pilot,”
Dr Piccard said.
Borschberg, perhaps pondering the effects
of spending days alone in a cockpit with little
or no sleep and nothing but ocean below him,
nodded. “And maybe I will become a psychiatrist,” he said.

proposal will lead to displacement of people. There is no plan to forcibly snatch the
existing legal rights of any person. The
wrong perception that Unesco will even
enact laws that will affect bona fide activities of local people is far from truth and
again maliciously spread to block the proposal.
All these are irrefutable facts that are
in public domain. It is therefore amply
clear that certain forces are attempting to
mislead the government and the state on
this important issue. Even Gujarat under
Narendra Modi’s much acclaimed development model has proposed to nominate
a 4,954 sq km area in the Little Rann of
Kutch. It is fervently hoped that chief minister B S Yeddyurappa rises above petty
political considerations of placating some
leaders and takes a responsible and visionary decision to protect the identified areas
in the Western Ghats. For, the Unesco heritage tag can only be seen as an honour to
the State and not a curse as is being
projected.
(The writer is a trustee of Wildlife First
and has served on the National Board for
Wildlife)

J&K enjoys peace,
but for how long?
By Zahoor Malik

A

fter the civilian unrest
in summer during the
last three years, Jammu
and Kashmir is enjoying normalcy so far this year. However,
amid the peaceful atmosphere
the security authorities fear
militant strikes.
For three seasons, the unrest
and the civilian killings in police
and security forces actions
against protestors helped the
eclipsed militancy to return to
the scene. It changed the mindset of vast section of youngsters, who had otherwise kept
themselves aloof from violence.
Rajesh Kumar, a para military man, fighting militancy,
said the unrest of last three
years had thrown a big challenge on security front.
In fact the local police, army
and paramilitary forces had established contact with youth,
allegedly involved in stone pelting during unrest. “The aim
was to divert the attention of
these youth, who indulge into
stone pelting. We succeeded to
a greater extent in our efforts,”
said Mohammad Rouf, a cop.
Director general of police
Kuldeep Khuda said still there
are 500 to 600 militants active
in J&K. The army authorities
also hold a similar view about
the number of militants. Till
some years back the foreign
militants particularly those
from Pakistan used to be more
visible with local militants.
Hizbul Mujahideen (HM)
continues to be the strongest
local militant outfit. A pro-Pakistan and Pro-Islamic group, it
was founded in 1990. Prior to
that JKLF, demanding an independent and secular J&K had
launched the militancy in the
state. However, the militant outfit announced a unilateral
ceasefire in 1994 following the
large scale killing of its militants
and arrest of others. “We announced the cease-fire as international community and civil
society in India wanted us to
switch over to peaceful struggle. But our efforts for the
peaceful movement were not

responded positively by government of India” said Mohammad
Yasin Malik, chairman JKLF.
Besides HM, Lashkar-e-Toiba, Harkat-e-Jehad-e-Islami and
some other groups are also active in Kashmir. The apple rich
town of Sopore in north Kashmir is again the stronghold of
militants. Prior to militancy, Sopore was represented in the legislative assembly by Syed Ali
Shah Geelani, chairman hardline faction of Hurriyat Conference. He used to contest the
polls on Jammat-e-Islami ticket.
From 1990 to 1993, Sopore remained under total control of
militants including foreigners.
However, the security forces regained control in 1993.
Early this year militants besides attacking security forces
and police also resorted to civilian killings. The killing of two
sisters evoked strong condemnation and the militants denied
their hand in the killing of the
girls. Senior Congress leader
Ghulam Rasool Kar and local
superintendent of police Altaf
Khan also survived attempts
on their lives.
Following the killing of the
two girls and some political activist from ruling National Conference and Congress, Geelani
issued a strongly worded statement. The hardline leader indirectly criticised the atrocities
on people but at the same time
did not rule out the hand of
government agencies to cause
a wedge between people and
separatist movement.
The Army believes that till
now there has been no infiltration this year. However, chief
minister Omar Abdullah, had recently revealed that 30 to 40 militants had crossed over to Kashmir. He said the details were
provided by the intelligence wing
of state police and IB. But army
did not confirm the intelligence
input and stuck to its stand that
no infiltration had occurred.
However, the defence authorities
say the militants would desperately try to cross over LoC in the
weeks to come and that is why
the security forces have been put
on a high alert.
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Sleep helps
decision-making
The notion that a
good night’s sleep
helps when making important decisions is now endorsed by
scientists.
They say that a good sleep enhances complex cognitive skills necessary for decisionmaking. In a first such study of its kind, researchers probed the effects of sleep on
affect-guided decision-making — that is decisions on meaningful topics where subjects
care about the outcome. Lead researcher Rebecca Spencer, of the University of Massa-

CMYK

chusetts Amherst, taught a group of 54
young people to play a card game for rewards of play money in which wins and losses
for various card decks mimic casino gambling. Subjects who had a normal night’s
sleep drew from decks that gave them the
greatest winnings, four times more often
than those who spent the 12-hour break
awake, the Mail said quoting the study. Those
who were rested also better understood the
underlying rules of the game, it said. “There
is something to be gained from taking a night
to sleep on it when you’re facing an important decision.“We found that the fact that you
slept makes your decisions better,” Mail said
quoting Spencer.
She and her colleagues believe this sleep
benefit in making decisions may be due to
changes in underlying emotional or cognitive
processes.

Dishwashers may contain
fungal pathogens
A new study has confirmed the presence of
harmful fungal
pathogens in our most
commonly used household appliances, especially in the dishwasher
seals.
According to the researchers, electrical
equipment such as dishwashers, washing
machines and coffee machines serve as the
perfect habitat for the pathogens due to the
moist and hot environment.
The study showed 62 per cent of the dishwashers contained fungi on the rubber band
in the door, out of which, 56 per cent includ-

ed the polyextremotolerant black yeasts Exophiala dermatitidis and E. phaeomuriformis. Both Exophiala species displayed remarkable tolerance to heat, high salt
concentrations, aggressive detergents, and to
both acid and alkaline water. This explains
why the fungi survived even in high temperatures, despite the use of aggressive detergents and high concentrations of salt in the
dishwasher.
Researchers say that this is a combination
of extreme properties not previously observed in fungi. Exophiala dermatitidis is frequently encountered as an agent of human
disease and is also known to be involved in
pulmonary colonization of patients with cystic fibrosis. It has been found to be occasionally causing fatal infections in healthy humans. The invasion of black yeasts into our
homes represents a potential health risk.
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SOLUTION
TO 2097
To solve the puzzle:
To solve a su-do-ku puzzle,
every digit from 1 to 9 must
appear in each of the nine
vertical columns, in each of
the nine horizontal rows, and
in each of the nine boxes.

